The Litstream® XF LTD ultralight manual wheelchair uses a unique, innovative, rigidizing double X folding frame that delivers the versatility and performance of a rigid frame while folding to a width of only 9” for easy transport. The Litstream XF LTD accepts a broad selection of accessories to meet a wide variety of needs and personal preferences while remaining an excellent overall value.

**OPTIONS**

**REAR WHEELS:**
- 20”, 22” & 24” Composite mag
- 20”, 22” & 24”, Spinergy® wire spoke

**TIRES:**
- 20”, 22” & 24” Polyurethane tire
- 20”, 22” & 24” Everyday gray tire

**HANdRIMs:**
- 20”, 22” & 24” Aluminum
- 20”, 22” & 24” Vinyl-coated
- 20”, 22” & 24” Projection
- 20”, 22” & 24” Chrome
- 22” & 24” Natural-Fit (Standard and Supergrip)

**AXLES:**
- Quick-release, quad-release

**AXLE PLATES:**
- Adjustable axle plate (standard)
- Amputee mounting (optional)

**CASTERS:**
- 4”, 5”, 6” & 8” Black polyurethane

**FORKS:**
- 5” or 8” bolt-on or quick-release forks (angle-adjustable)
- Frog Legs
- Caster pin locks

**WHEEL LOCKs:**
- Pull-to-lock
- Pull-to-lock with extensions
- Push-to-lock
- Push-to-lock with extensions

**ARMRESTS:**
- Height-adjustable drop-in
- Dual-post, flip-back, height-adjustable arms
- Desk or full-length arm pads

**BACK CANES:**
- 8 degree with push handles
- Angle-adjustable, with push handles

**BACKS:**
- Standard padded nylon sling with convenience pocket
- Tension-adjustable upholstery
- Synergy® Shape Back

**FRONT RIGGINGS:**
- Aluminum, bi-directional swing-away leg rests, 60° & 70° Hemi
- Flip-up aluminum footplates (with heel loops)
- Composite comfort adjust footplates
- Angle-adjustable footplates
- Nylon heel loops
- High pivot elevating leg rests with standard or offset calf pad

**ACCESSORIES:**
- Height-adjustable, rear anti-tip wheels
- Lap belt
- Case Logic underseat organizer bag
- Spoke protectors (24” Spinergy® wheels only)
- Touch-up paint
- Tool kit
- Combat cane/crutch holder
- Unoccupied transport kit

1) Standard configuration: 16” x 16”, 19” backrest, sling upholstery, push-to-lock brakes, 22” composite wheels, flat-free tires & 6” casters (not including leg rests/armrests).
### REAR WHEELS

- **20”, 22”, and 24” composite mag wheels** are exceptionally durable and low maintenance.
- **20”, 22” and 24” high-performance Spinergy® wheels** feature double-wall rims, with straight-pull spokes for reduced weight and optimal durability.

### CASTERS

- **4”, 5”, 6”, & 8” composite casters** feature precision bearings and long-life black polyurethane tires.
- **20”, 22” & 24” Polyurethane Tire** (Solid)

### TIRES

- **20”, 22” & 24” Everyday Gray Tire** (Pneumatic)
- **20”, 22” & 24” Chrome Handrim** (Only available on composite wheels)
- **20”, 22” & 24” Vinyl-coated Handrim**
- **20”, 22” & 24” Projection Handrim** (Available in vertical and 45°)

### HANDRIMS

- **20”, 22” & 24” Aluminum Handrim**
- **20”, 22” & 24” Chrome Handrim**
- **20”, 22” & 24” Vinyl-coated Handrim**

### MISCELLANEOUS

- **8” tall fork**
- **5” short fork**
- **Frog Legs suspension fork**
- **Pull-to-lock**
- **Push-to-lock**
- **Wheel-lock extension**

### FORKS

- **8” tall fork**
- **5” short fork**
- **Frog Legs suspension fork**
- **Pull-to-lock**
- **Push-to-lock**
- **Wheel-lock extension**

### WHEEL LOCKS

- **20”, 22”, and 24” composite mag wheels** are exceptionally durable and low maintenance.
- **20”, 22”, and 24” composite mag wheels** are exceptionally durable and low maintenance.

### ARMRESTS

- **Single-post height-adjustable armrests**
- **Dual-post flip-back height adjustable arms**

### LEG RESTS

- **60º & 70º Hemi aluminum bi-directional swing-away leg rests**
- **Flip-up aluminum footplates with heel loops**
- **10-degree composite, comfort adjust footplates in 4.25”, 5”, and 6” widths**
- **Angle-adjustable aluminum footplates in 5.5”, 6.5” and 7.5” widths**
- **Nylon heel loops**

### BACK OPTIONS

- **Tension-adjustable upholstery**
- **Standard padded nylon sling with pocket**
- **Synergy® Shape back**
- **Combat, cane & crutch holder**
- **Case Logic underseat organizer bag**

### ACCESSORIES AND PERSONALIZATION

- **Height-adjustable anti-tips**
- The Transit Securement Package allows convenient securement of the Litestream® XF LTD for safe transport. For additional information, please refer to the Transit Securement Package brochure.